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Areyou18?Youcan vote!
By Abigail Hatting, Fr eshman
ATTENTION: If you will be 18know exactly who you?re going
years old by November 6th,
to vote for. Polls are open
2018, it is imperative that you 7am-8pm. To make it easier for
vote in this upcoming midterm yourself, have a plan, so you
election. Though it is not a
know when you?re going, how
presidential election, there are you?re getting there, who you?re
still some very influential races going with if anyone, and
that will affect the laws being what form of I.D. you are going
made in Minnesota and the
to bring.
country. Two Minnesota
Senators, and the Governor, as If this kind of thing interests
you, there?s a new Civic
well as the U.S. and State
Representatives are all being Engagement Club at school. It
voted on. If you want to have a is a non-partisan group
say in who runs the country focusing on registering people
to vote. The club is in room
and make positive change,
voting is a quick and easy way 317 before school from
7:45-8:25.
to do that.
If you haven?t registered yet, So, please, on November 6th,
the deadline to register online take 15 minutes out of your
or by mail was October 16th, busy day to stop by your local
but don?t panic. You can still polling location. Every vote
register on voting day. All you matters.
need to do is bring your
Minnesota driver?s license with
a current address on it or a U.S.
passport to the polling place on
election day. If you don?t have
either of those, you can even
bring your W ashburn student
I.D. Everyone is assigned a
specific polling location based
on your address. This is the
place you HAVE to go to vote.
It might be a church, school, or
a government office. To find
your polling place, go to the
poll finder website. You can
also look at a sample ballot
before the election , so you

FencingClub!
By Gillian Pete, Sophomore
This October, for the first time,
bouts ended at first blood.
Fencing Club will be included in
the list of activities for winter
sports sign up! In the club, we will Sam Kragh, an instructor at the
introduce the
local fencing
basic form and
club,
etiquette
Center for
required for
Blade Arts,
all blades.
will be
There are
teaching the
actually three
club
at
different types
W ashburn.
of Olympic
Sam has been a
Fencing, each
coach for more
with their
than ten years,
own rules,
and has been
style, and
fencing since
sword:
the early 90?s.
W hen fencing
competitively,
Sabre: Fast
he placed high
and
in national
aggressive,
tournaments
Sabre is based
and earned an
off of cavalry,
A rating. (US
or fighting
Fencing
whilst riding
Association has
horses. For
a rating system
this reason,
starting at
only the upper
Unrated,
body is
through A,
considered
as a way of
target, and
categorizing fencers?skill. An A
rules of right of way determine
rated fencer is considered to be
who gets the point when two
people hit at the same time. Sabre highly placed on the international
is the only blade where you slash at scale. )
your opponent, instead of stab.
The club will take place on
Foil: Created as a dignified and safe Fridays in the East/ West hallway
way to practice for small-weapon of the third floor, from 3:30 to
4:30. Be sure to wear long pants!
dueling, Foil has the smallest
sword and target area of all of the
blades. Fencers can only hit the
tuned for more
chest, which makes the game quick Stay
information regarding sign up.
and blade focused, as the
constricting target allows for up
close and personal confrontation,
and literal backstabbing.
Epeé: Based off of original dueling
weapons and rules, Epeé target
area consists of the entire body making patience an important
factor of winning. Unlike Foil and
Sabre, Epeé has no rules to
determine who gets the point if
both opponents hit at the same
time. The rules for Epeé came
around when dueling to the death
became illegal around the 1840?s,
so instead of fighting to the death,

The Taleof theWashburn
Rocks
By Bella Peters, Senior
As all W ashburn
students may know, all
the Minneapolis public
high-schools have a
rock/ boulder (or two),
which students may
spray paint school
colors, to promote
school spirit, as well as
I?m assuming to reduce
vandalism on the
school?s themselves.
W hat would happen if
those rocks went
missing?Super
awesome senior year

prank?Or theft? .
Well Southwest Class of
1968 would know, as
they stole the W ashburn
rock the weekend before
homecoming. An
undisclosible man (cause
apparently he?s all
rich now and in
partnership with
Birkenstocks)
received his father?s
old construction
truck. He and about
twelve of his friends
set out on the eve of
one Friday before
homecoming, and
managed to move the
W ashburn PRIDE
rock into the back of
the truck. Then they
took off into the
night, never to be
seen aga-

Actually on following
Monday morning, an
announcement was
made over the
loudspeakers. ?W hoever
stole the W ashburn
rocks, those are
considered school
property. W ashburn
security have video of
the culprits, it is advised
you to turn yourselves
in before serious
repercussions must be
put into action.? The
beloved rock, and
symbol of W ashburn
school spirit had been
sitting in the

undisclosable man?s
garage all weekend.
Scared s***less, the rock
was returned the next
night, and this story was
never to be told again.
Until now. Thanks
Rusty.

The Truthabout Vaping
By Abigail Hatting,
Freshman
Since October is National
Substance Abuse
Prevention Month, I
thought I should bring to
light a controversial topic
that needs to be addressed.
E-cigarettes. They are
small objects that resemble
pens or actual cigarettes.
Juul is a company that
produces
e-cigarettes
in the shape
of a USB
flash drives.
They
contain
liquid
nicotine
that heats
up when
used, and
the nicotine is inhaled into
your lungs. Many vaping
companies gear their
products towards teens
and kids, even though it?s
illegal to purchase and use
e-cigarettes under the age
of 18. The e-cigs come in
flavors, like mango,
bubblegum, popcorn, etc.,
to be more attractive to
kids and lure them into
the companies trap.
Studies show that teens
who vape are 6 times
more likely to become
cigarette smokers. Even
though the idea behind
e-cigarettes is to lean
adults away from using
tobacco products like
cigarettes, experts argue
that vaping is not, if only
slightly, better for you
than smoking. The one
upside of e-cigs is that
they don?t burn tobacco,
so there is much less
secondhand vaping than
smoking. But, there still
hasn?t been enough
research done yet to make
a confident claim on that.
E-cigarettes haven?t been
around long enough to
know what the long-term
effects are, which is really
scary because potentially,
anything could happen.
W hat we do know is that
one pod of liquid can hold
up to as much nicotine as

20 regular cigarettes, and
nicotine can harm
developing brains of kids
and affect their memory
and attention. Some
brands of e-cigarettes
contain formaldehyde,
which can cause cancer
when exposed to
frequently over long

periods of time. Diacetyl is
used in some popcorn
flavored vapes, and this
dangerous chemical causes
lung disease, which is even
called popcorn lung.
But at least the FDA
approves all the
E-cigarette products
before they go on the
market right? W rong.
Sure, any nicotine product
placed on the market in
2007 or after has to
receive an FDA safety and
approval review to stay on
the market. That could
take years, but products
can be sold while they
wait for approval. The
FDA has actually recently
called vaping a health
epidemic. Ryan Sheahan
of the Tobacco Free
Columbia Day County
Coalition in W isconsin
said, ?We are concerned
about youth who are
never users starting to use
this product because the
nicotine hit is so strong.
The nicotine goes straight
to the brain. They?re
becoming addicted faster
and faster.?
So next time you pick up
that Juul, think about this
article and how you are
harming your body when
you vape. You have a right to
know what?s being put into
your body.

Bella's
Recipes
Gr eat Fal l Recipes
By Bella Peters, Senior
I don?t know what it is, but
pumpkin and almond just
scream fall to me. If you?re
looking for super moist
chocolatey goodness, try the
pumpkin bars. If you?re a fan of
easy almondy bakes try the bars,
they?re both delicious and go
fast. I would double both recipes
if you have the patience and the
math skills.
The Best Chocolate Chip
Pumpkin Bread:
Ingredients:
1 and 3/ 4 cups
all-purpose flour
- 1 teaspoon baking
soda
- 2 teaspoons ground
cinnamon
- 1/ 4 teaspoon ground
nutmeg
- 1/ 4 teaspoon ground
cloves
- Pinch of Ginger
- 3/ 4 teaspoon salt
- 2 large eggs
- 3/ 4 cup granulated
sugar
- 1/ 2 cup packed light
or dark brown sugar
(dark has a deeper less
sugary flavor)
- 1 and 1/ 2 cups not
quite a whole can of
pumpkin puree
(canned or fresh)
- 1/ 2 cup vegetable oil,
canola oil, or melted
coconut oil
- 1/ 4 cup orange juice
(or milk works too!)
- 2/ 3 cup semi-sweet
chocolate chips - or
eyeball desired amount
(I add extra for extra
chocolatey goodness- I
also use half special
dark, half semi, for a
richer flavor)
(Can use ¾ tsp
Pumpkin Pie Spice
instead)
Directions:

-

-

-

-

Adjust the oven rack to
the lower third
position and preheat
the oven to 350 F
degrees. Lowering the
oven rack prevents the
top of your bread from
browning too much
too soon. Spray a 9x5
inch loaf pan with
non-stick spray. Set
aside.
In a large bowl, whisk
the flour, baking soda,
cinnamon, nutmeg,
cloves, and salt
together until
combined. In a medium
bowl, whisk the eggs
until you see bubbles to
add some light and
fluffiness, then whisk
in granulated sugar,
and brown sugar
together until well
combined. W hisk in
the pumpkin, oil, and
orange juice. Pour
these wet ingredients
into the dry ingredients
and gently mix
together using a rubber
spatula or a wooden
spoon. There will be a
few lumps. Do not over
mix. Gently fold in the
chocolate chips, and
make sure you scrape
the bottom of the bowl
to get all the flour
incorporated.
Pour the batter into
the prepared loaf pan.
Bake for 60-65
minutes, making sure
to loosely cover the
bread with aluminum
foil halfway through to
prevent the top from
getting too brown. The
bread is done when a
toothpick inserted in
the center comes out
clean with only a few
small moist crumbs.
This may be before or
after 60-65 minutes
depending on your
oven, so begin
checking every 5
minutes at the 55
minute mark or so.
Mine takes way longer,
so I check in 5 min
increments with a
toothpick.
Allow the bread to
cool completely in the
pan on a wire rack
before removing and
slicing. The bread will
stay fresh in an
airtight container (it
tastes better on day
2!) at room
temperature or in the
refrigerator for up to
10 days. But it won't
last that long.
I
recommend after the
first day, to put your
slice in the

microwave for 15-30
secs and get the
chocolate chips all
gooey.
Awesome Almond Bars : For
the almond flavored lovers like
me
Ingredients
Main ingredients:
1 cup sugar
1/ 2 cup butter room
temperature
1 egg room
temperature
1/ 2 teaspoon almond
extract
1 3/ 4 cups all purpose
flour
2 teaspoon baking
powder
1/ 4 teaspoon salt

-

-

Let them cool in the
pan for 5 minutes and
then cut into bars. I like
squares personally, but
rectangles are also
acceptable. If they are
too soft to cut, let them
cool for a few more
minutes. Remove them
carefully (they will be
quite soft) to a wire
rack to cool completely
before icing. I like to
use a tiny spatula.
Resist the urge to eat
them now. They are
even better when they
are iced.

-

Prepare the icing,
adding just a tiny bit of
milk at a time. I needed
a little more milk, but
sometimes it depends
on the surrounding
temperature. If the
consistency is too thick,
it won't drizzle nicely
over the bars. If it is too
thin, the icing will just
melt into the bars. If
you are unsure, test a
bit of it on the edge of
one bar before
drizzling the icing over
the entire batch. I used
a tiny whisk for this
portion, made it quite
fun, however not
practical. The icing will
set after 5-7 minutes.
W ait till then to eat, so
it doesn?t dribble all
over your hand.

Topping:
1 tbsp milk
1/ 2 cup sliced almonds
Icing:
1 cup powdered sugar
1/ 4 tsp almond extract
1-2 tbsp milk
Instructions
Preheat the oven to 325
degrees. Sift together
the flour, baking
powder and salt and set
aside. Cream together
the butter and the
sugar. Add the egg and
the almond extract and
then mix until light and
fluffy. Slowly add the
flour mixture to the
butter mixture. I do
thirds or fourths at a
time. Mix until
combined.
-

Press the dough into
the bottom of a
well-greased 9x13 pan.
Press with your
fingers/ spatula or a
pastry roller to smooth
the top of the dough.
Using a pastry brush,
brush the milk across
the top of the dough.
This helps keep it soft.
Sprinkle with sliced
almonds and very
lightly press them with
the tips your fingers
into the top of the

dough.
Bake for 18-20 min, or
until just barely
beginning to brown
around the edges. Do
not let them actually
brown at all. If they
brown, they will be
much more crunchy
than desired, once they
cool. The goal is a very
soft shortbread texture.

Fall ThingstodoinMinnesota
By Vivian Hagedorn, Senior
Jack-o?-lanterns, apple cider, multicolored leaves, hot chocolate,
apple picking, hayrides, scarfs, jackets, costumes, bonfires, taking, excess amounts of candy and pumpkin pie are probably some of the first
things you think of when the temperatures start to drop, the streets become cluttered with leaves and you swap shorts and t-shirts for
jeans and sweaters.
W hen subjects of Halloween, Thanksgiving and
even Christmasare
brought up in conversation. W hen September
22nd arrives and
brings with it the equinox; and when November
4th hits and
daylight savings begins. W hen the days are
shorter, the sun
short-lived. When fall arrives.
Fall is the favorite
least--one of the
the two or three
from queueing up
much candy corn
many fun, fall
Twin Cities.

2.

3.

4.

5.

season of many, and yet it is also--in Minnesota at
most short-lived. So, how can you make the best of
months you have before the snow hits?Well aside
your favorite horror movies and consuming as
and caramel apples that you can there are also
activities you can participate in throughout the

1. ValleySCARE: From September 27th
through
October 28th you can experience Valleyfair
transformation from family fun into haunted attractions--though there is a pumpkin patch with various corn mazes and
activities available for the faint of heart...or
the younger sibling.
For just $36 (online pricing) you can
partake in over
seventy-five rides, various haunted mazes,
scare zones, and fall
victim to the monsters that prowl within
the park.
Trail of Terror: From October 12th
through October
28th in the Minnesota Renaissance
Grounds you can
experience the Trail of Terror for only
$20. Attractions
include the wicked woods walk, the maze
of mayhem, kristy's
kabin, crystal caverns, zombie paintball,
running dead, and
phantom feast all of which are labeled as
being ?spine
chilling attractions?at ?the largest
Halloween event in
the Midwest!?
Scream Town: During most weekends (Friday/ Saturday/ Sunday) starting September 28th and ending November 3rd in Chaska,
Minnesota you can experience Scream Town for $30. There are 8 main attractions that include zombie apocalypse, oak blood
forest, phobia house, circus asylum among others, as well as smaller activities including palmistry the zombie time challenge
escape. And on October 28th you can be a part of a ?special lights out evening of intense terror?where you are provided with a
single glow stick and nothing more.
The Haunted Basement: You must be 18-years or older to experience Twin Cities The Haunted Basement. You will descend to a
basement and experience
horrors that involve strong smells,
projectile liquids, you may
have to crawl in confined spaces and
they will...touch you. It is
definitely not for the faint of heart
seeing as you need to not
only provide valid ID, but also sign a
waiver before you begin.
Apple Orchards: Now if scary
attractions aren?t your thing and you?re
looking for a fall-themed
activity that won?t leave you with
insomnia there are many
apple orchards located within
Minnesota. Two of the most
notable being Minnesota Harvest and
Minnetonka Orchards. Both
orchards include more events than just
apple picking, some of which
include a petting zoo, pumpkin patch,
corn maze, horse rides, live
music, hayrides and over twenty-five
different kinds of apples to
choose (and pick) from.

MEET THE STAFF
Hi there! My name is Annika
Shiffer-Delegard, I am a senior
and the editor-in-chief this year.
My likes include: food, especially
waffles, Hitchcock movies,
traveling, Vance Joy and the
ocean.

Hi I?m Bella! I?m a senior doing part
time PSEO at MCTC. I?ve been on
the grist team since last year and I?m
co/ assistant editor. I love dogs,
baking and staying away from the
sun to protect my pale ginger self!

My name is Vivian
Hagedorn, I?m a senior at
W ashburn High School. I
enjoy reading, writing,
hanging with friends and
family, film-making,
volunteering, fall, the color
yellow, and swimming.

Hi, my name is Devin Davis
and I am a Junior. In this
issue of The Grist, I helped
to find the images used!

My name is Abigail Hatting and
I?m in 9th grade. I love to write
and read so I thought I should
join The Grist this year. Besides
that, I enjoy traveling, watching
movies, and playing softball.

My name is Nora Priede von
Herber. I am a freshman and
enjoy playing cello and
basketball as well as taking
photos.

My name is Gillian Pete and I'm a
Sophomore. This is my second year
writing for the Grist, and I hope to
be an editor someday. I enjoy
reading and writing in my free time,
and also participate in Teen Health
Empowerment Council, Clay Target
Shooting, Orchestra, and Marine
Ecology Club at W ashburn. I am a
fencer at the local fencing club
Center for Blade Arts, and compete
in national tournaments in Sabre.
After I graduate from high school I?d
like to become an emergency room
doctor and work with Doctors
W ithout Borders or UNICEF.

Hi, my name is Emma
Campbell. I?m a Junior and I
love listening to music, writing,
coffee, animals, cooking, and
traveling. Someday I want to
have traveled to every
continent at least once, even
Antarctica.

Mission Statement
?W e hope to act as a media sour ce for W ashbur n by tal k ing about
things not commonl y discussed thr ough other outl ets of our school .
W e w oul d l ik e to accur atel y r epr esent W HSstudent voices and
per spectives, w hil e al l ow ing our staff to expr ess their cr eative, and
humor ous fl air .?

HowtoReduceWaste
By Nor a Pr iede von Her ber , Fr eshman
After you woke up this morning, you drowsily walked to the bathroom and turned on the shower. You got in,
washed your hair and used liquid soap to wash off your body. You stepped out of the shower and brushed your teeth.
You got dressed, went to the kitchen, and maybe you make a lunch. Perhaps you wrapped a sandwich in plastic wrap
and put popcorn in a plastic bag. At school, you may have bought a soda from the vending machine and later
dropped the empty bottle, plastic wrap, and bag in the trash. Maybe you got your quiz back in science, crumpled it
up, and threw it to see if you can get it to make a basket in the trash. At night, you may wash your face and brush
your teeth again.
W hy does your daily routine matter?Well, the average American generates
about four pounds of waste each day, which is more than any other nation.
Zero waste encourages the redesigning of a lifestyle so all products are reused so
there is no waste generated. This can be intimidating and can make many think
that they have to do everything right all on the first try. If some of the things on
this list sound like you?d be willing to give them a try, you?re not only reducing
waste you?re also improving your mindset on how you look at waste. Make sure
to never get discouraged if you slip up sometimes; what matters is that you?re
giving an effort.
Here are some ways in which you can reduce your waste on a daily basis:
- Use soap bar s and dr y or al uminum pack aged shampoo
The packaging for dispensable soap, shampoo, and conditioner is almost almost
made out of plastic, which creates a huge amount of waste. Buying soap bars
instead of dispensable soap is a common practice in zero waste, and they?re also
easier for traveling. You can also make your own shampoo and conditioner, or
some brands will also have aluminum packaging which is recyclable.
- Br ing a l unch
At school, paper plates and plastic utensils get thrown in the trash without
much care for what that impact is. Bringing your own utensils from home and
your own lunch without packaging will greatly reduce the waste you put into
the world. This also helps cut back on food waste and you won?t have to worry
about lunch lines.
- Use metal or acr yl ic str aw s
550 million plastic straws are used in the US each day, which end up polluting oceans and
harming the environment. Using straws is pretty unnecessary, but purchasing metal or acrylic
straws is a good idea to stop yourself from using plastic ones. Or, you can tell the barista or
waiter to not give you a straw with your drink.
- Use canvas, cl oth, mesh, or r ecycl ed pl astic bags
About 500 billion plastic bags are used each year worldwide, each one taking a minimum of
ten years to decompose. Instead of using plastic bags at the grocery store or out shopping, you
can bring a canvas or cloth bag with you. If taking a bag with you to the mall doesn?t seem like
it would work out, you can try to combine everything you buy into just one or two bags.
- Use a metal , stainl ess steel , or al uminum w ater bottl e
38 billion plastic water bottles are used annually. A simple way to reduce those numbers is to
bring a metal or aluminum water bottle with you. Companies like S?well and Hydro Flask
have these products, and they?re less money in the long run as well.
- Buy in bul k
Buying things individually when you know you?ll purchase more creates a lot of waste. For example, ordering several
different items from Amazon at different times just for convenience creates waste of packaging and energy. If you
order everything you need at once, or buy necessary items in bulk at stores, it reduces waste.
- Recycl e ever ything you can
If you?re not recycling already, do it. Recycling is incredibly easy and is an efficient way to reduce waste. It?s one of
the first steps in a zero waste lifestyle. All waste can be minimized, and by recycling you?re doing just that. Just
making the effort of recycling what you can in your home does a lot in decreasing wasteful products that are being
made and increases the health of our environment.

What?sHappeninginthe
Boundary WatersandWhy
YouShouldCare
By Emma Campbell, Junior
The Trump Administration recently declared that a federal study in
the Boundary W aters was not eliciting sufficient evidence of the
negative impacts of copper-nickel mining and is therefore on the
track to begin mining.

Minnesota Representative Betty McCollum is strongly against this
decision. She introduced a ban on sulfide-ore mining back in 2015
based off of a study done that showed that 100%of sulfide-ore mines
in America leaked and 92%of them damaged water quality. Sulfide
pollution due to the copper-nickel mining that is about to take place
is just as serious of a problem.
According to McCollum, approximately 125,000 comments were
made to the Department of Forestry about this issue, with 96%of
them in support of the 20-year mining ban. These comments were
ignored by Secretary Perdue.
Betty argues, "If we make a mistake in the Boundary W aters and
this toxic, heavy metals and acid leak into the water, it is generations
and generations that will pay for our risky behavior to jump for

quick profit.?
The damage that could be done to the BW CA could potentially
the entire network of rivers and lakes in Superior National
To give some context, land on the edge of the Boundary W aters was pollute
Forest, even leading to Lake Superior.
leased to a copper mining initiative about 50 years ago, but until
To take action and help save the BW CA, contact your senators and
recently the steps to actually start mining were never taken.
representatives, or visit
Recently, a Chilean mining company called Antofagasta PLC tried
http:/ / www.kidsfortheboundarywaters.org/ , an organization led by
to renew the leases. However, former president Barack Obama
refused to renew the leases until a study was done to determine the and created for kids who care about the boundary waters.
potential consequences that mining might have on the Boundary
W aters. He also proposed a 20-year mining ban while the study was
being conducted.
However, in December 2017 the
Trump Administration overturned
this decision, renewing their leases
and leaving nothing in the way for
mining groups except for the study.
It continued for about 15 months
until September 6, 2018, when
Sonny Perdue, the current
Secretary of Agriculture, officially
ended it.
Sonny Perdue stated in his press
release that this decision will create
jobs and promote economic
growth in the region. However, on
the contrary, this theory was
debunked in a recent study done by
a Harvard Political Economics
Professor, James Stock. This study
states that any economic growth in
this area would be temporary, and mining would sooner
lead to economic damage than growth. Northeastern
Minnesota?s economy is dependent on fishing, paddling,
and other outdoor recreation and the sulfide ore entering
the water would cause serious harm to these jobs. Stock
estimates that mining would result in around 27,000 lost
jobs and about $1.4 billion lost economic activity.
The Trump Administration also claimed that their decision
to move forward was based on the study showing that there
would be no significant damage. However, the study has
not yet been finished, and none of it has been shared with
the public.
It is also interesting to note that the owner of Antofagasta
PLC, billionaire Andrónico Luksic, bought a mansion in
DC right after the 2016 elections, which he frequently rents
to Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner.
In the past few years, Minnesotans and others have worked
endlessly to stop this from happening: raising money,
protesting, and gaining signatures on their petitions.
However, these aren?t the first protests regarding the
Boundary W aters. People have been fighting for
preservation of the Boundary W aters since the 1940?s;
these environmentalists have faced threat after threat from
logging and mining companies and have devoted their lives
to the Boundary W aters. Minnesota Senators such as
Hubert Humphrey have also spent a lot of their careers and
time lobbying for preservation. They were ecstatic when
the Boundary W aters Canoe Area (BW CA) W ilderness
Act was signed by Jimmy Carter in 1978. Since that act
many others have been put into place to preserve this area.

Interview
withDr.
Palmer, our
newprincipal
By Annik a
Shiffer Del egar d,
Senior

would have gone to West High
School, but they closed it the
summer before I started 9th
grade. For college went to the
This year, W ashburn got a new
University of Minnesota. I began
principal. As we haven't had a
as a Journalism major, but then
good chance to meet her, we
switched to being an English
decided to interview her. Here is
major. I went right into graduate
the interview:
school, also at the U of M, to get
W hat ar e your per sonal
my masters in education, and
inter ests outside of school ?
student taught at South High
School. I finished my masters in
Dr. Palmer: I like to see friends. I
teaching in 1996. I was an
like to entertain friends and
English teacher for 13 years
family at our house. I love to
before I became an
read - I used to be an English
administrator. I earned a PhD in
teacher. During winter or spring
educational administration in
break, I love to try and read a
2013, also from the U of M.
whole novel. My husband also
likes to go to every superhero
W hat did you think of high
movie that comes out, so we do school ?
that. I?ve probably seen every
DP: I had a pretty mixed high
superhero movie of the last nine
school experience. I liked to do a
years!
variety of things in high school,
W hat is your favor ite book ? everything from dance team to
marching band. My experience
Dr. Palmer: I have several.
in high school was pretty
Gabriel Garcia Marquez?s A
complex; I was good at school,
Hundred Yearsof Solitude, Toni
but I got bored pretty quick. I
Morrison?s Sula, ToKill a
was good at doing only was
Mockingbird by Harper Lee, and
needed to get the grade I wanted
anything by Maya Angelou.
and nothing above that. I never
W her e did you go to school ? hated it; I wish I had been more
challenged. Nobody in the school
DP: I started at Douglas
pushed me to work harder. One
Elementary in kindergarten,
of my goals for W ashburn is that
which they then closed. After
nobody is bored, that everyone
that I went to Kenwood, and
has the option of taking harder
then Jefferson Elementary. Then
classes, and there are people
I went to Anwatin Middle, and
encouraging all kids to work
then Southwest. I graduated
harder.
from Southwest High School. I

friends and I enjoyed connecting
with all different kids of people.
The ?80?s was very ?clique-y?and
I did have one close group of
friends throughout high school,
but I was also friends with
people from all different groups.
The other thing would be the
teachers. My band teacher, Mr.
Keith, and my English teacher,
Ms. Westby were both the best
in their own ways.
W hat?s your favor ite movie?

W hat ar e your pl ans for
W ashbur n?
DP: Our vision for W ashburn is
that it is a destination school of
excellencefor studentsof all
backgrounds. This means that
whether you are from an upper
income or lower income family;
whether you are from a college
going family or not, that
students of all races would look
at W ashburn and say: that is
where I would like to be. How
can that be accomplished?
Inclusivity. We need to let
everyone know that they belong,
that this is the right place for
them. An important function of
this is differentiation of classes,
so everyone is learning at their
own level, but together.
W hat is the biggest str ength
of W ashbur n?
DP: The biggest strength at
W ashburn is school spirit. I love
the school spirit here.
Most people genuinely
want to be here, at
W ashburn. This lifts
us up, because people
choose to be here, in
this community.
W hat w as your
favor ite par t of high
school ?
DP: My favorite part
of high school was
probably the students.
I had a lot of different

DP: My favorite recent movie is
Guardiansof theGalaxy 2. My
favorite all-time movie is hard to
say - probably It?sA Wonderful
Life.
W hat is your favor ite food?
DP: W hen we go out, I love to
go out for Indian food or sushi.
My current favorite is a poke
bowl at Fish Bowl Poke on 34th
& Nicollet. At home I snack on
fruit. My favorite fruits are
grapes and cherries.
W hat el se do you w ant the
W ashbur n students to k now
about you?
DP: I love it here. I love this
school & I?m so glad I?m here.

Shouldyou
takea Gap
Year?
by Bel l a
Peter s,
Senior

attempts to get into a good
college and then are thrown
with even more intense
workloads only a few short
months later on. A gap year
allows for a true mental break,
and also an opportunity to
travel, through exchange
programs such as Rotary or
CSA.
Online resources of course are
chalk full of people?s own
personal experiences, and
appear to be more positive
than not. Should we all be
taking gap years?The benefits
I came across seem almost too
As many may know,a gap year good to be true. The mental
is traditionally one year a high break boosts your GPA, which
school graduate takes off of
is an ultimate confidence boost
schooling before deciding to
going into college. Many
go to college. Some people
people ask themselves the
may want to travel, others may question of : (How do I get a
want to join the workforce or job in my field with little to no
the
military.
Some may
choose to
take a gap
year
because
they want
to
experience
more, or
take a
break from
schooling.
Others
often
experience?) Taking a gap year
recognize the large financial
provides the opportunity to
burden college can take and
get serious work experience.
wish to work before
This helps with getting a job
committing to student debt
after you?re done with school,
and living. Some may think
which is a serious concern for
taking a gap year is a great
most college grads. It also
idea, but would never do it
helps you grow as a person,
themselves. Other may have
gain new skills and take more
never considered it, due to the time discovering what you
social norms of America. This yourself want to do. Also
meaning you go to high
there?s the money factor, if you
school, get good grades to get choose to work, which is
into a good college, and then
always nice to have.
get a good job.
Now as I stated before my
only reservations to taking a
Even though gap years can
gap year would be the social
seem like a wonderful time to norms. In my mind after you
rest and relax, there are some graduate high school and then
drawbacks as well. Gap years you go to college, (for
can be great for people who do however long you desire) and
not have social anxiety and
you get better chances of a
worry about being the only
well paying job. But this isn?t
older person as a freshman in the case for everyone. I also
college. But that?s just me. As I want to save my traveling for
am a senior, I decided to look when I?m in school, and
further into the benefits of a
hopefully spend a semester or
gap year, and if they truly are a year abroad somewhere. I
beneficial or if they just lead to would be able to take
never finding the time to
advantage of my college?s
actually go to college after
programs to get me those
potentially acquiring a full
experiences. College also isn't
time job. W hen would you
for everyone. Some people
have time for school if you?re can?t afford it, or want to
working?
become a massively wealthy
There are many proponents entrepreneur without college.
For example someone like
of a gap year, Profe Kerekes
included. She wishes everyone Steve Jobs, who dropped out
would take a gap year, as often after only 6 months.
time students work themselves In the end, it?s all up to you.
so hard in high-school often in

Thetrue
valueof
learninga
language
by Nor a
Pr iede von
Her ber

-

W hat a lot of people
might not know is
learning a language
actually makes your
brain bigger. This
happens because
learning a language is
exercise for your brain
and strengthens its
muscles. By exercising
the brain it becomes
bigger, and it?s then
easier to learn a third
l anguage.
Being immersed in two
different cultures that
have different values and
beliefs sparks creativity.
Different cultures have
different viewpoints on
certain things and it can
be extremely interesting
to experience different
perspectives. Those
perspectives can give you
a better outlook on life
and more creativity in
whatever field you?re in.
One of the most
significant things about
learning a language is
that it boosts your
confidence. W hen
learning a language, you
often have to do things
in front of a group of
people such as read or
present in that language.
Although they might be
out of your comfort
zone, doing so leads to
learning and a
confidence boost. The
accomplishment you feel
when learning
something new or
figuring something out
in that language is very
self rewarding and makes
you want to keep doing
it.
If you?re not taking a
language class right now,
sites like Duolingo and
Rosetta Stone offer many
different languages and
are geared toward
making it a positive and
challenging experience.
If you want to take your
language to another
level, Concordia
Language Villages offer
an immersive experience
and high school credit,
along with many
scholarships.

Ever doubted the value of learning
grammatical tenses in Spanish
class, or the word for chair in
French?I know I sure have.
However, learning a language
comes with many surprising
benefits. It can open a door to so
much opportunity now and in the
future. Here are some benefits of
learning a second language:
Learning a second
language can open up job
opportunities. If
employers know that
you know another
language, it can provide
more jobs relating to that
language that others
might not have the
ability to have. W hen it
comes to your resume, a
second language is really
helpful. Studies have
shown that those who
know more than one
language have higher
incomes than those who
know only one.
W ith improving your
language skills comes a
better memory. Learning
a language can put you at
less risk for diseases like
Alzheimer's in the
future. It also comes with
better listening skills and
multitasking, which
helps in many aspects of
your life.
By learning a language,
decision making
becomes faster and
easier. W hen
contemplating possible
results in another
language, biases are less
likely to affect the
decision.
A new language comes
with a new and
unfamiliar culture.
Learning a language
opens you up to
experiencing other
cultures and meeting
new people. It can
increase your interest for
travel as you?d be able to
immerse yourself in the
culture and the language
which can be a new and W hether you start learning a
wonderful experience for language now, in a year, or
a lot of people.
sometime way in the future,it will

